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Due to the popularity of our forums and the quality of the feedback that we have received, we
have decided to release a new Battle Royale game mode as well as some changes to the squad

size. We hope that the new map and new gameplay options will help bring more variety and
choice to the MOBA-inspired game. Feedback from the community is important to us, and we
hope that this update will benefit both the MOBA community and Warzone players. Although

this change will be free for all registered GOM players, we will be closely monitoring the impact
of this change, especially on Warzone matchmaking times, and will be sure to provide further
updates. To reiterate: We are reducing the player limit to 120 for Battle Royale from 150, and

we are also making some minor balance and gameplay changes to Warzone (full details
below). What is new: GOM Player Plus 2.3.49.5311 Patch This update includes improvements to
Conquer mode, GOM Log features, and Balance changes that we hope will make both a more

enjoyable gameplay experience as well as make Battle Royale a more competitive mode. If you
are experiencing issues with playing matches on PC, there is a new Warzone patch available.

This patch rolls back the Physic reworked in Warzone, and fixes a couple of other game related
issues. [Warzone patch notes The Community Theater is running a contest to win a $100 gift
card to the store. Submit your work on custom backgrounds/emotes, player names, and more

to the subreddit and they'll choose one from there. And yes, we know that wacky greyscale still
exists on PS4.
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Are staying up on the latest patch notes across every game at GOM. In the case of GOM, we
wanted to respond to players who thought the game was running slower or showing sub-
optimal performance in any way. However, we're not sure that merely addressing players

anecdotal issues by adjusting the game settings will resolve their long-term problems. Weve
received lots of feedback from players around the world that are experiencing problems, but
are too scared to say so publicly. The studio has investigated these issues, and assures its

working in partnership with our players to address player problems. Examples include: We're
going to try a few things with PvP deathmatch. The new heuristic to help identify players who

are spectating will help put all spectating players in a more even environment. If you choose to
spectate, enjoy our games, and let us know if youre having any performance issues.

Spectatoring performance is dramatically improved in Warzone and eSports, but thats not the
only problem we've seen. The profiling and analysis that Raven did around the communitys

feedback found a few issues. Our new player profiles, including a chart of player lucks that is
unlocked at certain levels, were built to help players find their place. However, we still lack a
complete understanding of how best to monitor players. To address this, when we detect a

player generating a small number of events that we dont understand, we begin to dig in. We
look at every task that player is doing in the game, and offer the ability to filter, search, and

graph that data. It means that when we see players generating fewer and fewer events, we can
break out a detailed report of what theyre doing in game, and we can gain new insights into

the behaviors of the player that will shape our future game design. 5ec8ef588b
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